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WHAT´S NEW

WORLD CHAMP AND OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL ITALO FERREIRA
JOINS OUR FAMILY!  
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WHAT´S NEW

HIGH STRENGTH

SPRINGS
No more wire hooks that crack . The new High

Strength Swivel Springs have independent

hooks that are locked into the coil during

manufacturing . The hooks are made from laser

cut magnesium steel .- construction and

material designed to last .

STEP BUSHINGS
New oversized step bushings increase the

stability of the rear truck , while also allowing

for a more dynamic range of resistance . 
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OUR BOARDS

ITALO FERREIRA
PRO MODELS

PREMIERE SERIES HYBRID SERIES
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ITALO PRO AIR
SPECS

SurfSkate SwellTech System

Weight : 3 .8 Kg

Wheelbase : 52 Cm

Traction Pad

Deck Length : 93 .98 Cm

Tail Width : 7 .5″
Abec 7s

70mm 78a Wheel

 

The Italo Pro Air is our most compact deck with a wheelbase of 20 .5

inches . This smaller wheelbase makes it easy to do very tight and snappy

carves . The deck also featurers a kick pad and rockered nose - both of

which make foot control easier during aerial manuvers 

We recommend this board to riders 149-170cm tall .
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ITALO PRO TUBE
SPECS

SurfSkate Swell Tech System

Weight : 4 Kg

Wheelbase : 58 .5 Cm

Traction Pad

Deck Length : 91 .4 Cm

Tail width : 7 .5″
Abec 7s

70mm 78a Wheels

 

The Italo Pro Tube is a mid to long wheelbase at 23 inches . The snub

nose deck coupled with the longer wheelbase is a good fit for riders on

the taller side that still want a more compact feel . The design of this

deck is modeled after the surfboard Italo rode when he won gold at the

2020 Summer Olympics .

We recommend this board to riders 152-190cm tall . 
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SPECS
SurfSkate Swell Tech System

Dimensions : 96 .5 Cm x 27 .9 Cm x 20 .3 Cm

Weight : 4 .1 Kg

Wheel base : 54 .6 Cm

Traction Pad

Tail width : 8 .5″
Diamond Tail

Abec 7 bearings

70mm Wheels

 

DESCRIPTION
The Hybrid model is our mid-length deck . The Hybrid has the same deck width as our longer

Premeire . but with a snub nose and wider tail . The Hybrid deck has an aggressive concave that

adds stiffness and durablitly - great for skating pools . or high speed carving .

We recommend this deck to riders who are 158-182cm tall . 

THE HYBRID SERIES

HYBRID CAMO HYBRID SAN´O
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THE PREMIERE SERIES

SPECS

SurfSkate Swell Tech System

Dimensions : 102 Cm x 28 Cm x 20 .3 Cm

Weight : 5 .4 Kg

Wheel base : 60 Cm

Traction Pad

Tail Width : 7"

Abec 7 bearings

70mm Wheels

 

Our original deck , the Premiere , now has a longer wheelbase at 23 .5

inches . The longer wheelbase now allows a rider to spread their feet to

match their actual stance on their surfboard . Having the ability to cross-

train in your real surf stance maximises the fluidity between surfing and

skating and will allow you to get your practiced land maneuvers onto

waves with greater ease . 

We recommend the Premiere to riders 173-195 cm tall .
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Front Truck
Our boards are built only for
those looking to practice
their surf technique when
and whenever they can.

Our system is the only truck on the

market allowing the axle to rotate by

360° degrees and with a second set of

feathers to pivot by 60°. It can

therefore be described as a highly

loose and sensitive system which

brings a true surfing sensation to the

streets .
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SPECS
Colors : Ocean & Black

Size : 70mm

Durometer : 78a

DESCRIPTION

The new surfskate 70mm 78a wheels have a sleek softness

that smooths out your ride and allows your skate to boost its

speed effortlessly . The 70mm wheel is larger in diameter

and width , increasing the amount of wheel hitting the road ,

and allowing the rider to dig deep into laid out carves . 

THE HYBRID SERIES
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CONTACT INFO
WEBSITE

EMAIL:  INFO@ATLANTICWEST.SURF
PHONE/WHATSAPP:  +351  918 156 369

(JOÃO AFONSO MARQUES)

https://www.atlanticwest.surf/

